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reports, email, views and news etc. The [3] exhibits that just about 90% of the Global data is apprehended in unstructured formats, as a result Information intensive business processes stipulate that we surpass since simple document retrieval to knowledge discovery. The requirement of automatically retrieval of useful knowledge with the colossal amount of textual data is used to facilitate the support of human investigation is fully perceptible [4] .
The movement of the market is depended on the information of the online news articles, reactions, and proceedings is turned out to be an budding theme for investigation in the field data mining and text mining [5] .To establish the outcome of modern methods for text classifications are elucidated in [6] which three problems were highlighted: documents demonstration, classifier erection and classifier assessment. Therefore, generating an information structure that can signify the data, and creating a classifier that can be utilized to visualize the class label of a document with high accuracy, develops into the major issues in text categorization.
Related Works:-
In the paper, the authors Naw, Naw, and Ei Ei Hlaing [7] used the Episode Rules for the application of finding keywords and key phrases, discovering grammatical rules and collections by using bag of words and word positions. The authors Adeva, JJ García, et a [8] utilizes TFIDF and Naïve Bayes classification algorithm for the text classification using Bag of Words. Cohen [9] in the paper, used Propositional Rule based system and Inductive Logic Programming for the text classification by Relational. The authors Menaka. S and N. Radha [10] in the paper utilize the TFIDF, Decision Trees, Naïve Bayes, Bayes Net and Support Vector Machine for the text categorization by using Bag of Words phrases. Koplenig, Alexander, et al [11] finding patterns between concept distribution in textual data by relative entropy using concept categories. qbal, Farkhund, et al. [12] finding patterns across terms in textual data by using Association Rules. Taghandiki, Kazem, Ahmad Zaeri, and Amirreza Shirani [13] used Naïve Bayes classification algorithm for extracting key phrases from text documents using Phrases and their positions. Tobon-Mejia, Diego Alejandro, et al [14] used Hidden Markov Modes for Learning Extraction Models using Bag of Words. The authors Grimmer, Justin, and Brandon M. Stewart [15] utilized Unsupervised statistical method for hierarchical clustering. Anami, Basavaraj S., Ramesh S. Wadawadagi, and Veerappa B. Pagi. [16] used Self Organizing Maps for the text and document clustering using Bag of Words with n-grams.
Relative Reduct Feature Selection Technique:-
In subsequent to characteristic mining, the significant procedure in pre-processing of manuscript classification is attribute selection. It is employed to create vector space, which progress the scalability, competence and exactness of a text classifier. In most cases, a good feature selection method should be considered the domain and algorithm features [17] . The central design of FS is to opt for compartment of features from the novel documents. Moreover, FS is acted upon by keeping the words with highest score in according to prearranged measure of the significance of the word. The selected feature conserves original substantial meaning and affords a better understanding for the information and learning process [18] . For text classification, the key issues are the elevated facets of the feature space. Nearly each text domain has large quantity of features, the majority of these features are not significant and complimentary for text categorization task, and still the various noise features may stridently diminish the classification accuracy [19] . Therefore, FS is generally deployed in text categorization to shrink the dimensionality of feature space and progress the competence and exactness of classifiers.
There are generally two kinds of feature selection techniques in machine learning; wrappers and filters. Wrappers utilized in the classification precision of some learning algorithms as their assessment function. Since wrappers have to instruct a classifier for every feature subset to be assessed, they are generally much more time consuming. In particularly, when the number of features is high. Accordingly, wrappers are by and large not suitable for text categorization. At the same time as opposed to wrappers, filters act upon FS autonomously of the learning algorithm that determine to make use of the selected features. With the intention to assess a feature, filters exploit an assessment metric that calculates the capacity of the feature to distinguish each class [20] . In text categorization, a text manuscript may moderately match many categories. Therefore, we necessitate discovering the greatest identical group for the text document. The expression (word) regularity/converse document frequency (TF-IDF) technique is generally used to weight every word in the manuscript document according to how characteristic it is. In further expressions, the TF-IDF technique precincts the pertinent amongst words, text data and fussy classifications.
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In Relative Reduct algorithm we find out the degree of relative dependency after removing the attributes from the set. If an attribute is removed and it causes the value of relative dependency to be one then that attribute is eliminated otherwise it is put in the core reduct. The process is repeated again and again till the value becomes one. The algorithm is explained below:
Relative Reduct Algorithm:-Input: Original Dataset, D the set of all conditional features; Y-Conditional attribute from R.
Step 1: D ← {list of all conditional features}
Step 2: Now select the conditional attribute Y from D.
Step 3: Calculate the relative dependency of the feature.
Step 4: If relative dependency of the attribute is one then eliminate the attribute, Go to step 2.
Step 5: Else Add that feature in Reduct set.
Step 6: Stop Output:-Reduct dataset The relative reduct algorithm endeavors to ascertain a reduct without completely creating every single possible subset. It begins off with a vacant set and includes turn, each one in turn, those features that outcome in the best increment in the rough set dependency metric, until this delivers its most extreme conceivable quality for the dataset.
Particle Swarm Optimization:-Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [21] is based on the social behavior associated with bird's flocking for optimization problem. A social behavior pattern of organisms that live and interact within large groups is the inspiration for PSO. The PSO is easier to lay into operation than Genetic Algorithm. It is for the motivation that PSO doesn't have mutation or crossover operators and movement of particles is effected by using velocity function [22] . In PSO, every particle alters its own flying memory and its partner's flying inclusion keeping in mind the end goal to flying in the search space with velocity. The best-fit particle of the entire swarm [23] influences the position of each particle. s2 is low, it will roam far from the target region. If the value is high, there will be an abrupt movement of particles towards the target. The random values of i1 and i2 lie between 0 and 1. The random values are set to be 0.2. Usually, the inertia value too lies between 0 and 1. If the inertia value is high, the particles will have high exploration capacity. If the inertia value is low, the particles will have high exploitation capacity. The inertia is initialized to 0.33 to have strong exploitation capability. The swarm size is fixed to be 20. After initializing the swarm size S, the data set is set to be a null or empty data set R  { }. The empty data set R is then stored in T. After storing the empty data set in T, the conditional features are checked with empty set and initialized that . Then the Data Fitness Value (DFV) is calculated using the Griewangk function. This is because the Griewangk function has widespread local minima. The DFV is compared with best of the particle (p b ). If DFV is better than P b, then the P b is set with current value of DFV. Then the particle with best fitness value is chosen by comparing P b, which is referred as the Global Best (G b ) . Then the classification accuracy of the particle is compared with the Decision Feature. If the accuracy of the feature has value greater than the Decision Feature, then the feature is stored in T and passed to empty set R. Now, the R has a feature with higher classification accuracy. Then the velocity is calculated and updated by using the equation 
Calculate and update velocity by using the equation 1 Until
Return R Output: Optimal Reduct Data set.
Information of the Dataset:-
The experimental setup is explained in this section. It wraps up facts in relation to the datasets so as to deploy and dissimilar preprocessing methods that were practiced. The software device and enclosed that are utilized, Hardware and software particulars of the mechanism, lying on the study was performed in. . The original datasets are divided into a collection of N binary ones (one for each class label of the original dataset). Each one of these binary datasets consists of 100 attributes. Each data file in the dataset has the following structure: @relation -Name of the Dataset @attribute -Description of an attribute (one for each attribute) @inputs -List with the names of the input attributes @output -List with the names of the output attributes @data -Starting tag of the data Labels  blogsGender-100  100  3232  2  OH0-100  100  1003  10  OH10-100  100  1050  10  OH15-100  100  913  10  OH5-100  100  918  10  Ohscale-100  100  11162  10  Ohsumed-100  100  13929  10  r10-100  100  12897  10 From the table 1, in this paper, last dataset is considered for the research methodology i.e.r10-100 dataset contains 10 files each have 100 attributes . The table 2 gives the description about the r10-100 dataset. The predictive model performance is estimated by using Cross Validation technique. In the 10 fold cross validation, the data sets are divided into 10 sets in which 9 data sets are used for training and 1 is used for testing.
Experimental Result and Analysis:-
In the first step, the proposed Hybrid Feature Selection algorithm is used to reduce the size of the feature space or number of attributes. Table 3 represents the datasets total number of attributes and the results obtained by proposed Hybrid Feature Selection and existing methods like PSO and Relative Reduct. Corn  100  48  32  28  Crude  100  42  30  25  Earn  100  41  36  29  Grain  100  50  25  25  Interest  100  49  33  29  Money-fx  100  52  36  27  Ship  100  33  30  21  Trade  100  39  39  30  Wheat  100  40  28  22 Organizing the data into categories is the primary work of classification. In this work, the web document is classified into two categories as significant and no significant. The reduct set obtained by applying proposed Hybrid Feature Selection algorithm is subjected to the classification. The reduced set obtained from the given dataset and the quality of reduct set is determined based on the achieved classification accuracy. 
